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                    Discover more about our protocols for your stay: your preparation; hammam welcome ritual; medical examinations; personalized food lines; and our post-residence concierge service.                
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                For a longer life, better lived
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            We invite you to experience the Palazzo Fiuggi Medical Concept at its birthplace. Here, amid a breath-taking natural setting long renowned for its healing waters, guests can enjoy privileged access to world-class spa and medical facilities.
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                    Palazzo Fiuggi Method

                    
                        Fusing the deepest holistic traditions with advanced traditional Western medicine, our integrative approach elevates therapy beyond the treatment of symptoms to fully rejuvenate body, mind, and soul. Expect a personalized program with precisely tailored treatments that deliver measurable results.                    
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                MIRACULOUS FIUGGI WATER

        
            The celebrated mineral waters found at Palazzo Fiuggi are famed for their unique healing properties. Here, you will discover how the four eternal elements – water, earth, air and fire – can achieve a natural balance that promotes a truly harmonious state of health and mental wellbeing.        

                Discover More
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                Food as medicine

        
            Developed by Heinz Beck, resident three-star Michelin chef and Natural Bio-Energies expert, in collaboration with Prof. David Della Morte Canosci, Palazzo Fiuggi’s Food Line represents a joyful celebration of the best nutrition our planet has to offer, featuring delicious, personalized meal plans.        

                Discover More
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                Leading Experts

        
            Palazzo Fiuggi’s team includes renowned scientists and doctors who practice the very best of Western and holistic medicine. Combining ancient treatments with cutting-edge diagnostic equipment, our experts can create programs to rejuvenate, revitalize and restore.        

                Discover More
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                World-class Spa

        
            The high-concept spa is the jewel in the crown at Palazzo Fiuggi. Its immaculate pools, treatment rooms and relaxation areas represent the ultimate in medical spa facilities, designed to support optimal physical and mental health and promote a deep and lasting sense of wellbeing.        

                Discover More
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                    PERSONALISED PROGRAMS

                    
                        We create a bespoke portfolio of medical services, wellness treatments and holistic therapies for each guest. There are no standard or predetermined programs; your personalized pathway will be tailored to your individual needs to ensure you achieve your goals. All Fiuggi programs are based on medical evidence and are tailored by our doctors and experts to fit guests’ unique treatment profiles and objectives.                    
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                    WORLD CLASS FACILITIES

                    
                        We invite you to experience the Palazzo Fiuggi Medical Concept at its birthplace. Here, within a breath-taking natural setting long renowned for its healing waters, guests can enjoy privileged access to world-class spa and medical facilities.                    
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            Leading Medical & Diagnostic Center

            
                Palazzo Fiuggi’s medical-scientific approach enables our team of experts to develop rigorous and evidence-backed pathways that are tailored to guests’ unique treatment profiles. All our interventions and programs are scrupulously designed to promote and support better human health, wellbeing and longevity.            
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                    our treatments

                    
                        Our guests can experience the most exclusive range of medical services, holistic therapies, wellness, fitness and beauty treatments.                    
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            Thalassotherapy

            The benefits for the respiratory system and more
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            Slow living, Slow food

            the benefits of "living slowly"
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            The secret to younger looking skin
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            WHAT TO DO?
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                    ROOTED IN NATURE

                    
                        Located on an ancient hilltop in its own private 8 hectare park, Palazzo Fiuggi offers unrivalled views over an exquisite landscape, made verdant by the rich mineral waters that flow through it. At 700m above sea level, you’ll luxuriate in the clean, oxygen-rich air that creates the ideal altitude for personal rejuvenation.                    
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                    Within Easy Reach

                    
                        Located a fifty-minute drive from Rome, Palazzo Fiuggi has exceptional transport links, including the fast train from Milan, and a choice of international airports just one hour away.                    
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                                    Via dei Villini, 34, 03014 Fiuggi FR, Italy

                                     +39 07757661 (Reservation office)

                                     +39 0775766811 (Wellness Medical Retreat)

                                     reservations@palazzofiuggi.com
                                    
                                    © Copyright Palazzo Fiuggi 2021 
 Palazzo Fiuggi Wellness Medical Retreat 
 è autorizzato all'Esercizio del Presidio Poliambulatorio 
 Aut.Reg.Lazio n. G07017 del 31/05/2022                                    
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                Longevity and Rejuvenation

                
                    International scientific research focuses its efforts on longevity not only as a simple extension of life expectancy but also as a promotion of healthy life expectancy, thus improving the overall quality of life. Palazzo Fiuggi's Longevity & Rejuvenation program is designed precisely to halt the effects of aging. The program therefore aims to reduce the aging of tissues with an integrated approach, using specialized tests to identify any imbalance. A customized treatment plan is created and focuses on balanced diet and nutrition, exercise and adequate lifestyle to promote healthy aging.

 
GOALS:

	Mitigate the effects of unhealthy aging, improving health with aesthetic and functional effects
	To support the regeneration of the body and its tissues
	To identify a training plan that best suits one's own physicality and is sustainable in one's own lifestyle
	Improve the long-term aging process


  
                

            

            
                Duration

                7 - 10 - 14 - 21 Nights

                
                    Request a quote
                

                            

        

                
            
                HIKING FOR LONGEVITY

                
                    The benefits of hiking are highlighted and measured scientifically in Palazzo Fiuggi’s dedicated program ‘Hiking for Longevity. Recent international research has solidified key principles that focus on enhancing longevity: establishing a connection with oneself and the world, engaging in outdoor exercise, and embracing mindfulness. The initial medical assessment evaluates the overall starting condition, while the final visit assesses the benefits achieved. The hiking paths are thoughtfully designed to immerse participants in the captivating panorama of the Apennines, enhancing the mindful hiking experience.
Renowned three-Michelin-star chef, Heinz Beck, has partnered with Palazzo Fiuggi’s Scientific Medical Team to curate a Mediterranean-inspired food line, delivering a fusion of distinguished taste and health benefits. Integral to the program are Fiuggi’s water benefits and various medical treatments, creating a balanced, rejuvenating week.This program provides a perfect chance to reestablish a connection with oneself, addressing personal needs, and unlocking untapped potential.

 

GOALS:
	Reactivation of metabolism and muscle transformation
	Reduction of toxins in the body
	Analysis and improvement of physical well-being supported by the medical team and HPM biomechanical evaluation
	Targeted dietary plan for muscle development and reduction of inflammation levels
	Promotion of a lifestyle centered on mindfulness and human connection

 
                

            

            
                Duration

                6 Nights

                
                    Request a quote
                

                            

        

                
            
                Optimal Weight

                
                    Excess weight can be the consequence of unhealthy eating habits, not only in terms of quantity of food, but also in terms of the quality of food. The Optimal Weight program at Palazzo Fiuggi supports you in adopting new, healthy habits that allow you to reach your ideal body weight: discover how much your palate can enjoy genuine, nutritious products. Our experts will guide you in the discovery of your ideal weight, providing the nutritional and physical activity tools for your psychophysical well-being.


GOALS:

	Reaching your ideal weight
	Introducing new, healthy eating habits for a sustainable path over time
	Improvement of abnormal blood tests
	Exercise education and sports activity
	Reduction of chronic inflammation
	Personalized indications for continuing the healthy plan at the end of your stay


  
                

            

            
                Duration

                7 - 10 - 14 - 21 Nights

                
                    Request a quote
                

                            

        

                
            
                Deep Detox

                
                    Based on Evidence-based Medicine, the Deep Detox program uses an integrated approach to achieve a deep state of physical and mental well-being by detoxifying the body.
Deep detox is based on international scientific research focused on health and nutrition and conducted by a multidisciplinary scientific community.
GOALS

	Reduction of toxins in the body
	Reduction of heavy metals measured through blood parameters
	Promotion of health and well-being through the use of innovative medical instrumentation
	Dietary plan aimed at purifying the body
	Setting up a sustainable, health-oriented lifestyle over time


  
                

            

            
                Duration

                7 - 10 - 14 - 21 Nights

                
                    Request a quote
                

                            

        

                
            
                Get fit

                
                    The program is an opportunity to discover how Palazzo Fiuggi with its Retreat protocols and services can help you rediscover yourself and your state of health and well-being. During your stay, you can enjoy our wellness Spa with treatments under the direct supervision of the medical team.

 
GOALS

	Obtain a professional medical check-up in a relaxing environment
	Reduce physical and mental stress levels
	Customize an integrated treatment program

 
                

            

            
                Duration

                4 Nights

                
                    Request a quote
                

                            

        

                
            
                Regenerate

                
                    Thanks to an integrated approach based on scientific evidence, the RIGENERA program supports optimal regeneration of tissues, with both aesthetic and functional benefits. At Palazzo Fiuggi, healthy balance and vitality are thus achieved and will accompany you in your daily life. The medical assessment involves an initial baseline evaluation and a final evaluation of the benefits achieved at the end of your stay. The holistic approach creates the optimal conditions for regenerating your body, from sleep quality, relaxation and stress reduction to promotion of physical activity; all interventions combined with a specifically designed food line.
GOALS

	Reduce physical and mental stress
	Strengthen the body by increasing its performance
	Improve quality of life and sleep quality
	Stimulate muscle activity through the holistic approach
	Increase general well-being, energy and vitality
	Stimulate the immune system


  
                

            

            
                Duration

                7 - 10 - 14 - 21 Nights

                
                    Request a quote
                

                            

        

                
            
                Ayurveda Focus

                
                    Our Ayurveda programs focus on three main components: nutrition, Yogic breathing and the benefits of enhancing herbs. These, renowned for their healing abilities, allow the body to naturally find its own balance and harmony. All this in a regenerating and relaxing environment, surrounded by nature and the healing waters of Fiuggi. We embrace wellness with the main goal of strengthening all the body's systems through the targeted combination of nutrition, movement and self-awareness.
GOALS

	Achieve a state of total balance
	Improve your body's adaptive capacities
	Improve your vital energies
	Immerse yourself in a state of deep wellbeing
	Embrace inner peace
	Reduce physical and mental stress levels


  
                

            

            
                Duration

                3 - 5 Nights

                
                    Request a quote
                

                            

        

            


                    

                    
                        Your Dates


    
        Arrival Date
        
            
            

        

    

    
        Length of stay
        
            7 Nights

            

            3 Nights
4 Nights
5 Nights
6 Nights
7 Nights
8 Nights
9 Nights
10 Nights
11 Nights
12 Nights
13 Nights
14 Nights
15 Nights
16 Nights
17 Nights
18 Nights
19 Nights
20 Nights
21 Nights
22 Nights
23 Nights
24 Nights
25 Nights
26 Nights
27 Nights
28 Nights


        

    

    
        Number of guests
        
            1

            

            1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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                        Your Accomodation
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                Charme
Room

            

            
                
                    30-37 m² 
 1 Bedroom 
 0 Livingroom 
 1 Bathroom                

                	
                        
                        Select                    
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                Prestige
Room

            

            
                
                    33-38 m² 
 1 Bedroom 
  Livingroom 
 1 Bathroom                

                	
                        
                        Select                    
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                Junior
Suites

            

            
                
                    50 m² 
 1 Bedroom 
 1 Livingroom 
 1 Bathroom
On request                

                	
                        
                        Select                    
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                Suite

            

            
                
                    60-76 m² 
 1 Bedroom 
 1 Livingroom 
 1 Bathroom
On request                

                	
                        
                        Select                    
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                Imperial
Suite

            

            
                
                    55 m² 
 1 Bedroom 
 1 Livingroom 
 1 Bathroom
On request                

                	
                        
                        Select                    
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                Presidential
Suite

            

            
                
                    110 m² 
 1 Bedroom 
 1 Livingroom 
 1 Bathroom
On request                

                	
                        
                        Select                    
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                Royal
Suite

            

            
                
                    135 m² 
 1 Bedroom 
 1 Livingroom 
 1 Bathroom
On request                

                	
                        
                        Select                    
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                Villa
Luisa

            

            
                
                    2000 m² 
 7 Bedroom 
 2 Livingroom 
 9 Bathroom
On request                

                	
                        
                        Select                    


            

        

    

    


    
    
        Select a room    


                    

                    
                        Extra Treatments


    
            
         Medical Services
    

        
         Overall Wellbeing
    

        
         THERAPEUTIC TREATMENTS
    

        
         HYDROTHERAPY & HOLISTIC BATHING
    

        
         HOLISTIC & AYURVEDA TREATMENTS
    

        
         WELLNESS MASSAGE
    

        
         BEAUTY FACIALS
    

        
         NATURAL ADVANCED AESTHETIC
    

        




    Continue

                    

                    
                        Your Details


    Name*
    
        
    




    Nationality*
    
        
    




    Email*
    
        
    




    Country Code*
    
        
Afghanistan (افغانستا) (+93)
Albania (Shqipëria) (+355)
Algeria (الجزائر) (+213)
American Samoa (+1684)
Andorra (+376)
Angola (+244)
Anguilla (+1264)
Antigua and Barbuda (+1268)
Argentina (+54)
Armenia (Հայաստան) (+374)
Aruba (+297)
Australia (+61)
Austria (Österreich) (+43)
Azerbaijan (Azərbaycan) (+994)
Bahamas (+1242)
Bahrain (البحرين) (+973)
Bangladesh (বাংলাদেশ) (+880)
Barbados (+1246)
Belarus (Беларусь) (+375)
Belgium (België) (+32)
Belize (+501)
Benin (Bénin) (+229)
Bermuda (+1441)
Bhutan (འབྲུག) (+975)
Bolivia (+591)
Bosnia and Herzegovina (Босна и Херцеговина) (+387)
Botswana (+267)
Brazil (Brasil) (+55)
Brunei (+673)
Bulgaria (България) (+359)
Burkina Faso (+226)
Burundi (Uburundi) (+257)
Cambodia (កម្ពុជា) (+855)
Cameroon (Cameroun) (+237)
Canada (+1)
Cape Verde (Kabu Verdi) (+238)
Cayman Islands (+1345)
Central African Republic (République centrafricaine) (+236)
Chad (Tchad) (+235)
Chile (+56)
China (中国) (+86)
Colombia (+57)
Comoros (جزر القمر) (+269)
Congo [DRC] (Jamhuri ya Kidemokrasia ya Kongo) (+243)
Congo [Republic] (Congo-Brazzaville) (+242)
Cook Islands (+682)
Costa Rica (+506)
Côte d’Ivoire (+225)
Croatia (Hrvatska) (+385)
Cuba (+53)
Curaçao (+599)
Cyprus (Κύπρος) (+357)
Czech Republic (Česká republika) (+420)
Denmark (Danmark) (+45)
Djibouti (+253)
Dominica (+1767)
Dominican Republic (República Dominicana) (+1809)
Ecuador (+593)
Egypt (مصر) (+20)
El Salvador (+503)
Equatorial Guinea (Guinea Ecuatorial) (+240)
Eritrea (+291)
Estonia (Eesti) (+372)
Ethiopia (+251)
Faroe Islands (Føroyar) (+298)
Fiji (+679)
Finland (Suomi) (+358)
France (+33)
French Polynesia (Polynésie française) (+689)
Gabon (+241)
Gambia (+220)
Georgia (საქართველო) (+995)
Germany (Deutschland) (+49)
Ghana (Gaana) (+233)
Gibraltar (+350)
Greece (Ελλάδα) (+30)
Greenland (Kalaallit Nunaat) (+299)
Grenada (+1473)
Guadeloupe (+590)
Guam (+1671)
Guatemala (+502)
Guernsey (+44)
Guinea (Guinée) (+224)
Guinea-Bissau (Guiné Bissau) (+245)
Guyana (+592)
Haiti (+509)
Honduras (+504)
Hong Kong (香港) (+852)
Hungary (Magyarország) (+36)
Iceland (Ísland) (+354)
India (भारत) (+91)
Indonesia (+62)
Iran (ایران) (+98)
Iraq (العراق) (+964)
Ireland (+353)
Isle of Man (+44)
Israel (ישראל) (+972)
Italy (Italia) (+39)
Jamaica (+1876)
Japan (日本) (+81)
Jersey (+44)
Jordan (الأردن) (+962)
Kazakhstan (Казахстан) (+7)
Kenya (+254)
Kiribati (+686)
Kuwait (الكويت) (+965)
Kosovo (+383)
Kyrgyzstan (+996)
Laos (ສ.ປ.ປ ລາວ) (+856)
Latvia (Latvija) (+371)
Lebanon (لبنان) (+961)
Lesotho (+266)
Liberia (+231)
Libya (ليبيا) (+218)
Liechtenstein (+423)
Lithuania (Lietuva) (+370)
Luxembourg (+352)
Macau (澳門) (+853)
Madagascar (Madagasikara) (+261)
Malawi (+265)
Malaysia (+60)
Maldives (+960)
Mali (+223)
Malta (+356)
Marshall Islands (+692)
Martinique (+596)
Mauritania (موريتانيا) (+222)
Mauritius (Moris) (+230)
Mexico (México) (+52)
Micronesia (+691)
Moldova (Republica Moldova) (+373)
Monaco (+377)
Mongolia (Монгол) (+976)
Montenegro (Crna Gora) (+382)
Montserrat (+1664)
Morocco (المغرب) (+212)
Mozambique (Moçambique) (+258)
Myanmar [Burma] (မြန်မာ) (+95)
Namibia (+264)
Nauru (+674)
Nepal (नेपाल) (+977)
Netherlands (Nederland) (+31)
New Caledonia (Nouvelle-Calédonie) (+687)
New Zealand (+64)
Nicaragua (+505)
Niger (Nijar) (+227)
Nigeria (+234)
North Korea (조선 민주주의 인민 공화국) (+850)
North Macedonia (Северна Македонија) (+389)
Norway (Norge) (+47)
Oman (عُمان) (+968)
Pakistan (پاکستان) (+92)
Palau (+680)
Palestine (فلسطين) (+970)
Panama (Panamá) (+507)
Papua New Guinea (+675)
Paraguay (+595)
Peru (Perú) (+51)
Philippines (+63)
Poland (Polska) (+48)
Portugal (+351)
Puerto Rico (+1787)
Qatar (قطر) (+974)
Réunion (+262)
Romania (România) (+40)
Russia (Россия) (+7)
Rwanda (+250)
Saint Kitts and Nevis (+1869)
Saint Lucia (+1758)
Saint Martin (+590)
Saint Vincent and the Grenadines (+1784)
Samoa (+685)
San Marino (+378)
São Tomé and Príncipe (São Tomé e Príncipe) (+239)
Saudi Arabia (المملكة العربية السعودية) (+966)
Senegal (Sénégal) (+221)
Serbia (Србија) (+381)
Seychelles (+248)
Sierra Leone (+232)
Singapore (+65)
Sint Maarten (+599)
Slovakia (Slovensko) (+421)
Slovenia (Slovenija) (+386)
Solomon Islands (+677)
Somalia (Soomaaliya) (+252)
South Africa (+27)
South Korea (대한민국) (+82)
South Sudan (+211)
Spain (España) (+34)
Sri Lanka (ශ්රී ලංකාව) (+94)
Sudan (السودان) (+249)
Suriname (+597)
Swaziland (+268)
Sweden (Sverige) (+46)
Switzerland (Schweiz) (+41)
Syria (سوريا) (+963)
Taiwan (台灣) (+886)
Tajikistan (+992)
Tanzania (+255)
Thailand (ไทย) (+66)
Timor-Leste (+670)
Togo (+228)
Tonga (+676)
Trinidad and Tobago (+1868)
Tunisia (تونس) (+216)
Turkey (Türkiye) (+90)
Turkmenistan (+993)
Turks and Caicos Islands (+1649)
Tuvalu (+688)
Uganda (+256)
Ukraine (Україна) (+380)
United Arab Emirates (الإمارات العربية المتحدة) (+971)
United Kingdom (+44)
United States (+1)
Uruguay (+598)
Uzbekistan (Ўзбекистон) (+998)
Vanuatu (+678)
Vatican City (Città del Vaticano) (+379)
Venezuela (+58)
Vietnam (Việt Nam) (+84)
British Virgin Islands (+1284)
U.S. Virgin Islands (+1340)
Western Sahara (الصحراء الغربية) (+212)
Yemen (اليمن) (+967)
Zambia (+260)
Zimbabwe (+263)
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    I consent to the processing of data and I declare that I have read the privacy policy *



    
    I consent to the processing of personal data in order to receive information or updates on the commercial activities of the Data Controller



    
    I consent to the transfer of my personal data, for commercial communication purposes, to the structures of the group of which Forte Village is part (such as Palazzo Doglio or Palazzo Fiuggi) or to third parties
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